professional

M A N U A L

In the music and singing art, one of the most important
qualities is the control on every note.
"Nota" embodies the essence of the skill, the study, the
technique and of the Italian taste...the essence of shapes
and contents with the right technique and the right control.
It is a professional machine with thermosiphonic supply system,
E61 Levetta brewing raised group, 3 Lt copper boiler, a professional
sized rotary pump, a protection thermostat for heating element,
water loading from tank of 2,8 Lt with capacitive level detector and
from water system, separate boiler pressure and water pressure gauges,
easy to adjust boiler pressure essential for different coffee types and blends.
It is also available with double pumps (rotary pump plus one vibration
pump only for refilling the boiler) more appreciated in professional use.
Optionals
Taps with joystick
White filter holder 1 and 2 cups
Black or white filter holder E.S.E. pod
and capsule adapter
Steam and water wands with teflon
inside cold touch
Technical and aesthetic customization

Colour options
Satin steel sides (base model)
Methacrylate sides: white/black
Tempered glass sides: white/black
Matt painted steel sides: white/black
with satin steel back panel
Totally matt painted: white/black
(steel sides and back panel)

It is dedicated to those ethnic and folk musics, in which
we research more and more an historical identity, as they
always maintain their originality of sound, of melodies and
materials of their instruments.
Etnica is a professional espresso coffee and cappuccino
machine available in the automatic and semiautomatic versions
with normal and raised E61 groups (1 gr., 2 gr. compact, 2 gr.,
3 gr.) available with programmable portion control (only the
automatic models), dual gauges for boiler and pump pressure
control, boiler and pipes of copper, pipes fittings of brass, frame
of pure polished and satined stainless steel AISI 304 finished of
methacrylate.
Etnica semiautomatic 2 groups is also available with KIT GAS.

Optionals: electric cup-warmer, mixed hot water outlet, outside
motor pump, cappuccino maker, milk frothing wand, serial
interface for external connection, foot pedal for steam wand,
technical and aesthetic customization.

Inspired by Ray Charles’ life, with its design that recalls
the shape of the microphones of an unforgettable epoch,
Phonica wants to be a tribute to those big and unrepeatable
voices of the 20th century, that will always remain in the
history of music.
Phonica is a professional espresso coffee and cappuccino
machine available in the automatic and semiautomatic versions
with normal and raised E61 groups (1 gr., 2 gr. compact, 2 gr.,
3 gr.) available with programmable portion control (only the
automatic models), dual gauges for boiler and pump pressure
control, boiler and pipes of copper, pipes fittings of brass, frame
of pure polished and satined stainless steel AISI 304 finished of
methacrylate.
Phonica semiautomatic 2 groups is also available with KIT GAS.
Optionals: electric cup-warmer, mixed hot water outlet, outside
motor pump, cappuccino maker, milk frothing wand, serial
interface for external connection, foot pedal for steam wand,
technical and aesthetic customization.

It is the top of the range and an evolution of Etnica.
With covered groups and with display, it represents
the indivisible bond between modern and ancient,
where the future is son of history and the most modern
technology matches with sounds and past times.
It is only available automatic with normal and raised E61 groups
as well (2 gr.e 3 gr.) with programmable portion control, dual
gauges for boiler and pump pressure control, boiler and pipes
of copper, pipes fittings of brass, frame of pure polished and
satined stainless steel AISI 304 finished of methacrylate.
The alphameric display allows to plan the following functions:
switch ON/OFF time of the coffee machine, cup warmer working
temperature, warning of softner regeneration, autosteamer
temperature.
Moreover it allows to display the following data:
functional test / malfunctioning notice, coffees counting for
single group and single metering, temperature and working
boiler, boiler pressure.
Optionals: electronic injection autosteamer and LED lights,
same colour options and customization possibilities of Etnica.

with optional
polish steel handles
and Limited Edition sides
super mirror steel with satin texture

